
2014 has been an incredible year for the LGBTQ community...
and for PFLAG. We’re entering a new era of equality, where 
our loved ones’ enduring relationships are being legally 
recognized, offering new protections for families anywhere. 

And yet, as the sprint towards full national marriage equality 
nears the finish line, there is so much more that needs to be 
done...and that’s when PFLAGers really kick into high gear. 
They roll up their sleeves and dig in deep to move equality 
forward—and push for full societal affirmation—classrooms, 
boardrooms, locker rooms, and of course, living rooms in 
communities across the country. 
                                   
Tonight, as we prepare to to do this work together, moving 
towards a streamlined mission and vision that reflects these 
values and a name that truly reflects the inclusive organization 
we have been for decades, let’s also take a look back at just a 
few of our incredible accomplishments.



Creating Thriving Chapters

PFLAG Academy Online

New Publications

30 New Chapters

293 385

182

13 11

New Sessions
Advanced Allies
Healthcare Allies 
Safe Schools 201 
Facebook 201 
Fundraising
Talking to Christians About LGBT Issues 
(presented by Gay Christian Network) 
Using Statistics to Make Your Case 
(presented by Out & Equal)
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BE
YOURSELF:
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR 
LESBIAN,  GAY,  BISEXUAL,  AND 
TRANSGENDER YOUTH
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www.pflag.org
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2014 Straight for Equality Gala

New Organizations

Expanding Equality in the Workplace

71

Our Straight for Equality project reached 
more people than ever before, bringing 
in new allies in the workplace, in faith 
communities, and in cities and towns 
across the country. 

workplace-based trainings 
using Straight for Equality
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Safe Schools for All

CARE WITH PRIDE™
PFLAG National partnered again on the CARE WITH PRIDE™ 
campaign. Created by the Johnson & Johnson Family of Consumer 
Companies, CARE WITH PRIDE™ supports PFLAG in our important 
efforts to end bullying of all youth.

Cultivating Respect: Safe Schools For All, a project of PFLAG 
National seeks to provide support, education, and advocacy 

to students and educators helps them to create learning 
environments that are conducive to the educational success of 
all students. This year, we launched the Safe Schools Advisory 

Council, and through the PFLAG National Scholarship Program, 
more than $75,000 will go to next generation leaders who have 
worked tirelessly on programs, projects, and activities aimed at 

making schools and communities safe and welcoming for all.

* *

*
*information from the 

safe schools survey

of chapters offer direct support to faculty and staff

of chapters offer direct support to students

of chapters organize a Speakers 
Bureau that provides programs to 
educate students, faculty, and staff 
about safe schools
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Advocating to Move Equality Forward

2013 PFLAG National Convention

PFLAG National filed 
twelve briefs amici on 
behalf of all PFLAG 
members, sharing family 
voices to amplify our 
message: that PFLAG’s 
values are America’s 
values, love is love, 
family is family, and 
marriage is marriage.

Chapters from all over the country gathered together for 
three days of support, education, and advocacy training, 

getting the resources to make our chapter’s goals a reality. 
With three plenaries and over 40 workshops to choose 

from, 2013 was no doubt our best Convention yet!

legislative visits states and DC supported 
legislative actions 

provided counsel on state 
legislative issues

Senior Executive Branch and 
regulatory meetings

PFLAG National 
Lobby Day participants

Partner, Transgender and Ally 
Lobby Day participants
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Connecting PFLAG with the World

Times SquareHOT! Event

We took PFLAG’s unique and powerful approach 
farther than ever before, to places like Cape Town, 
Johannesburg, Pretoria and Soweto in South Africa 
and Guangzhou in mainland China. Why PFLAG? 
Because people worldwide know that the PFLAG 
model successfully crosses borders of race, faith, 
culture, and language.

A Note to My Kid—a project of PFLAG National—
gives the parents, families friends, and allies of the 
LGBTQ community the opportunity to share their 
unconditional love, via notes, photos, and videos.

media mentions


